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      “A text with strong case studies and ‘to-the-point’ content.”
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      “Fresh new look at business ethics using the most up-to-date, relevant cases, to make it easy for our students and business leaders to improve our world, one ethical dilemma at a time.”
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      “Finally, a textbook that allows students to understand contemporary ethical considerations. This textbook offers thought provoking case studies that allow students to determine their personal ethics and how they arrived at those decisions.”




  
          Joni A. Koegel




              


    
      



 


 
      “Finally, a textbook that allows students to understand contemporary ethical considerations. This textbook offers thought provoking case studies that allow students to determine their personal ethics and how they arrived at those decisions.”
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      “The textbook is a refreshing take on business ethics from professors with a vast amount of experience in the field.”




  
          Travis Dalton




              


    
      



 


 
      “This book truly highlights contemporary issues in the field of business ethics. The cases are timely and relevant examples of the new frontiers in the field, and the emphasis on a rights-based personal ethics approach is fresh and unique.”




  
          William S. Brown




              


    
      



 


 
      “A well rounded ethics case book.”




  
          Gail O’Connor




              


    
      



 


 
      “Dr. Spinello brings a fresh, new approach to ethical considerations on very contemporary topics to a text that can provide insight and understanding to today’s undergraduate student.”




  
          Troy D. Irick




              


    
      



 


 
      “This is a comprehensive text that brings today’s ethics into focus for the student.”




  
          Mark M. Alexander




              


    
      



 


 
      Offers excellent case studies that help students understand and put into perspective the concept of ethics in business.




  
          Dean Evelyn Castillo Sorrentini
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